
Your 
Partner 
in growth “We came to Verasolve with a relatively large (rebranding)

project that needed to be completed in an abbreviated

timeframe. Looking at the exceptional work product, one would never

guess that the turnaround time was so quick.  I’m very happy to

recommend Verasolve and hope to have occasions to work with them

again in the future.” 

—Juli E. Zeffert, VP of Marketing and Communications
Iron bow Technologies

government contractors



“The articles you have

placed in Federal Times,

Government Computer News,

Washington Business Journal and

Virginia Business have had a very

positive impact on sales and brand

recognition.”

—Donald C. Brewster Jr.
Chairman & CEO

Innovative Technology
Application, Inc

In this day of tighter and tighter federal budget allocations,
government contractors need an edge to grow their
businesses and gain market share from competitors. 
At Verasolve, we provide the solutions that increase your
visibility and expand your revenue.  

Qualified Leads
Our thought leadership programs, including seminars and
webinars, position your senior executives as industry experts,
and place your business at the forefront of the market. We
connect you with government decision makers to leverage
your firm and widen your pipeline of opportunities.

Brand Recognition
Gaining visibility in the crowded government procurement
marketplace can be daunting. Verasolve targets government
buyers through messages that best emphasize your
qualifications. Our efforts expand your brand recognition and
generate third-party validations to drive your contracting
efforts forward.

Increased Closing Ratios
With more than 20 years of experience in the government-
contracting arena, Verasolve successfully recognizes trends
that influence public sector buyers. We provide special
assistance during the hustle and bustle of the final fiscal
quarter by assembling, writing, and editing RFP responses.
Our initiatives and attention to detail give you the competitive
edge to win more contract awards and increase your ROI. 

We see the
possibilities“Verasolve assisted us with writing case studies that

highlight Martek’s depth and scope of work;

improving and writing our internal employee communications

including key company employee awards, HR communications,

and general internal communications; and orchestrating a

social media plan to help Martek expand its footprint in the

government contracting arena.”

—Mark G. Tornillo, CEO & President, Martek Global Services, Inc.

For more than 20 years, Verasolve has partnered with government contractors
to provide cost-effective solutions that generate qualified leads, enhance brand
recognition, and increase closing ratios. Whether you wish to better position
your firm as an industry leader, communicate more effectively with employees,
or expand your presence among government agencies, Verasolve customizes a
strategy to fulfill your goals. We focus on Building Stakeholder Value™
through our compelling communications programs that are certain to build your
business and expand your market share.

Verasolve offers a variety of comprehensive services to fulfill your unique
branding, marketing, social media, and public relations needs at one-quarter to
one-third of the cost of traditional solutions. Verasolve’s custom solutions
provide the tools that increase revenue and expand your customer base. Our
team of strategists and innovators look beyond the ordinary, and we can
integrate ourselves into your staff to alleviate your burdens and revenue-
hindering bottlenecks. Our virtual presence in your business gives you the
freedom to determine the length of your engagement. We eliminate the
pressures of long-term agreements and grant you the ability to discontinue any
time with just two weeks’ notice. We accompany your vision with our expertise
to deliver prompt, outstanding results that help take your firm to the next level.   

About
verasolve

“Verasolve has been the driving force behind several

marketing initiatives that have generated positive

results for FI Consulting. We are so impressed by Verasolve’s

commitment to our company, and value the time they have

dedicated to fully understanding our business, our clients, 

and our industry.” 

—Lisa Barnhart, Director of Learning & Development, FI Consulting 

“  With Verasolve’s help

and direction, we have

been able to better position

TSymmetry as both an established

source of high-level, cleared IT

talent as well as a qualified prime

government contractor ...”

—Philip Lowit, CEO, Tsymmetry, Inc.



Affordable Services
Verasolve generates prospects, expands brand recognition,
and increases closing ratios at a cost that is one-quarter to
one-third of traditional services.    

Flexible Contrac  t
Agreements
Our flexible engagements give you the freedom to utilize and
discontinue our services at any time.

Fast, Effective Results
Verasolve rapidly delivers results to validate our
indispensable place in your business. 

Part of Your Team
With a decades-long list of clients in the government
contracting field, we understand that the buying season is a
crucial time. Verasolve can aid your business in assembling,
writing, and editing RFP responses—while continuously
impacting buyers through a mixture of communication
strategies. Whatever it takes, we stand behind our
government contracting clients and get the job done.  

www.verasolve.com

“We particularly

appreciated Verasolve’s

assistance in cultivating favorable

expert reviews of AppGuard, Blue

Ridge’s anti-malware software,

with PCMag.com and others.

Verasolve assisted with producing

and distributing a national press

   release in connection with the

launch of Tech Fortress Powered

by AppGuard for subscribers.

Verasolve’s initiatives, concurrent

with the sunsetting of Windows

XP, in arranging interviews with

CNBC and citations on CNBC.com

and NBC.com helped expand

awareness of our unique

offerings.”

—John Higginbotham, CEO
  Blue Ridge Networks 

“Verasolve has gone above and beyond to understand our goals and develop

strategic solutions to help us meet them. Their attention to detail and

client service is truly impressive. I would be more than happy to recommend them ...”

—Jake Bittner, CEO, Qlarion 


